CRITERIA TO PARTICIPATE IN INTER NATIONAL PARA BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIP ON “NO COST TO GOVT”:  
(Effective from Japan Para badminton International 2018)

A Para player requesting to participate in International level events:

• Must possess an Indian domicile;
• Must have an established World, Asian or National Ranking;
• Must have established International level performance during last 2 years, if the player has been promoted to participate at International level event;
• Must have participated in National level events or Trials organized at National level during last 2 years and shown performance of excellence;

Or

• Besides above, for the purpose of International classification, at the discretion of committee, a player may allowed to participate ONCE at International level event or for RECLASSIFICATION, if there is a scope;
• Such player must be under 35 years of age

NOTE: Since there are six different classes in Para Badminton having difference in terms of number of participation, performance and International medal prospects, therefore there is no logic to compare the criteria of consideration of one class with another class. Hence no representation in relation to the same will be entertained.